Hello! Yokohama
CRUISE PASSENGER MAP

EAT!
YOKOHAMA CHINA TOWN
Yokohama boasts one of the world’s largest China Towns full of many attractions. There are over 500 restaurants, souvenir and variety shops in a square area roughly 500m wide. Enjoy a piping hot steamed pork bun from one of the many shop fronts.

Move!
AKAI KUTSU
A convenient bus circling Sakuragicho Station, the Red Brick Warehouses and Yokohama China Town areas. Adult fares are ¥220. If you have a one-day Minato Burari Ticket (Adult fare ¥500), you may ride the bay area municipal subway and buses (including the Akai Kutsu).

Do!
YOKOHAMA HAIKARA KIMONO-KAN
Offers one-day kimono rentals. Choose from a range of about 50 kimonos and let the staff dress you. Even if you’re unfamiliar with kimonos, the specially trained staff offers good advice for peace of mind. Enjoy a stroll around the bay area in your kimono afterwards.

EAT!
JACK CAFE EAST & WEST
Both the West and East stores of Jack Cafe offer various meals in the theme of an American Diner from the 50s. Spend your time leisurely viewing the Kaiou Plaza from an open terrace seat.

Eat!
YOKOHAMA RED BRICK WAREHOUSE
A shopping facility inside a renovated, historical brick warehouse. Enjoy shopping and a meal inside and various events outside. The lighting in the evening creates a magical atmosphere.